Cancer cured by bio electron's laser acupuncture
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Bio-electric current is converted from standard electricity, by using a bio-electron-laser. This energy format can deeply penetrate into any physical organ, including the brain, heart, lungs, etc., with no risk. It is absolutely safe, non-lethal and does not cause any electrical shocks. This revolutionary technology using 120 volts of AC knowing the human body's resistance to ground could be 1,000 Ohms/wet/produces the effect of approximately 12 micro amperes. By utilizing my newly discovered RC reverse current we can cancel magnetic from electricity and thereby prevent electromagnetic shock. My K-BTE device produces 10,000 times less speed-strength/frequencies of electrons than today's most developed technology. We are the only center in the world, who has successfully canceled magnetic from electro-magnetic, enabling us to perform at the unrivaled gentle frequency of micro amperes and nano amperes. The Kostovic Bio-Technology Energetic Device has the ability to extract bio-electron's photons from H2O electric fluid, creating 1A=1,000,000 micro amperes. Using the power of standard 120 voltages yet creating such an extremely low frequency of micro amperes we do not create any electric shock, it is not at all lethal. We can also bring the frequency down even smaller to the nano amperes level which is 1A=1,000,000,000 billionth nano amperes, while controlling them like little tame sheep. Bio electrons at the micro amperes and nano amperes level can gently, precisely and efficiently burn off oxidized proteins and dead cells while energizing the hibernating healthy cells within the vascular system and the targeted injured organ while safely energizing weakened and hibernating healthy cells. World's science and today official medicine is far behind this new developed advanced technology!
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